Suidobashi Sta.
Daimaruya Rice Shop
Two superior bicycles are still on
active duty and greatly support
the head clerk.
They can handily deliver goods
weighing around 100 kg.
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The industrial bicycle can even be found
at an Italian restaurant! It seems that the
owner rides this bicycle to the Tsukiji
Market for purchasing.

Gempachi
A unique model of the industrial
bicycle equipped with a front
Jimbocho Sta.
carrier, known as the Sendai
Model. This bicycle is actively
used to deliver lunch boxes.
Kobunkan Book Store
A symbolic bicycle at the
Jimbocho crossing
This industrial bicycle
features a red hood.
Takano Rice Store
Two bicycles are parked here
leisurely, as if to say you are
always welcome. I want to
watch these bicycles regularly.

Book stores and other
publishing related shops
Soba, sushi, and other restaurants

Coffee Coffee Jimbocho Shop
Coffee shop specializing in delivery
At least two bicycles are on active duty.
Parked side by side, they look just like
twins.

Liquor stores and rice stores
Produce markets
Electrical appliances, electronics,
clothing, and other material wholesalers
Other

Maruka Soba Shop (Jimbocho 1 Chome)
Though the bicycle is retired from its
delivery duty, it is still actively used as
a place for the hose—another duty of
the industrial bicycle.

This map illustrates the industrial bicycle habitats
that we found around town in Kanda.
Period of investigation:
October 2009 to January 2010

Tokyo old
book hall

Yasukuni St.

Kizu Glass Shop
A superior bicycle perfectly suited
to the ambience of the shop It
bears the distinctive personality
of this established shop.

Yagi
Book Store
This very tasteful bicycle
is Kokubo’s beloved bicycle,
Iryoku Go It even has a
dignified air.

Yushima temple

Shin-ochanomizu Sta.

Ogawamachi Sta.
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Isomi Liquor Store
Two bicycles are still on
active duty here as well.
They seem to be very busy.

Kanda Hosendo Garage
This bicycle works as a
car blockage (?) at the
front of the garage.
There is a notice “Don’t move!!”
on the rear carrier.
All right, I will not.
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Carp Okonomiyaki
This bicycle can easily carry three boxes
of cabbage that the owner bought at the
Hanamasa Butcher Shop near the underpass.

Kanda myoujin

Yaotoshi
The owner used to go to
Urayasu by bicycle to eat Sushi.

Oyaide Electrical Appliance Shop
A battery assisted second-generation
bicycle featuring a youthful silver body:
just as you would expect from
the electrical appliance shop street.

Old Kanda
market mark

Akihabara Sta.

Okasho Uraji Button Shop
The owner said, “Really? I had no idea
how remarkable this bicycle was!”

Sanshin Kogyo
A wholesale store for various containers
On New Year’s Day, the bicycle had a proud
face—its front decorated with shimenawa
(sacred rice-straw ropes). Iwamotocho Sta.

ihara
St.

Suzuju
The enamel plate of the bicycle provides
a company name and its logo mark.
The saddle cover—handmade by the
mother of the owner—is a thing of beauty.
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Maruko Shop
A wholesale store for packaging materials,
which was introduced by the proprietress of
the Nomura Shop The dignified appearance of
two heavy-duty vehicles is impressive.

Suehirocho Sta.

Chuo St.

Kanda Sta.
Mansei Book Store
A bicycle owned by a little book store at the radio center
This bicycle is equipped with a cushion underneath its carrier.

Nomura kyuji Shop
The proprietress’ skillful handling is
so remarkable that you can feel the
bond between the bicycle and its rider.

Maruka Soba Shop
(Sotokanda)
A motorcycle was replaced
with the bicycle that eliminates
the need to look for a parking
place.The master looked very
cool riding the bicycle for
deliveries.
Kura

Awajicho Sta

Akiba Dining
An industrial bicycle is also
found at this famous restaurant
in the Akiba area.
At the time of our investigation,
the bicycle was being used to
hang aprons.

Ochanomizu Sta.

Tanaka Himuro
I found the bicycle at the front of this
ice wholesaler. Its traffic safety label
reads Fukagawa Narita San

Showa

St.

Unagi Kubota
The enamel plate
here is also very cool.
The bicycle was manufactured
by Bridgestone rather recently.
Onuki Shop
Now temporarily staying at the
Araki Shop
The active woman at this shop
uses this bicycle for deliveries
in the neighborhood.
Araki Shop
The superior bicycle here has
the shop name clearly indicated
on the plate. It runs pleasantly
around town with the young owner.
Bunsendo
A long-established stationary
wholesale store
The bicycle is on active duty for
transport to nearby warehouses and for
deliveries in the neighborhood.
One of the two bicycles is on standby?

Hirano Shop
At the front of the produce shop
established in the Meiji Period,
there are two bicycles that have a
strong presence. One of them also
serves as a car blockage together with
a two-wheeled cart.

